terminals and which were ruled out last year by the Institute Committee, may be handled by expulsion from the school. The new game, which was suggested too late to receive action by the Institute Committee, will go on without incident since the event that the Irene to bring in the day will be another opportunity for testimonial for the class in their class spirit and prepare them for Field Day.

The time for the demonstration of this class will not be left to chance. There will be courtship the Sophomores to show all the excitement and rush around the field, and this is what is expected in the case of the Sophomores. However, the Infantry Company and the Tablet Company will be necessary to study during the coming month to show a little class interest. We have learned to work hard and play hard. Let's go, Class of 1940!

BATTING AVERAGES

EDITORIAL POLICY

The beginning of the fall term marks the mid-point of the present volume of The Tech. It seems to be a suitable time to look back over the first half of the volume and try to see how we measure up as a college publication.

In the first place we can truthfully say that we have done our best to report the news of the Institute without prejudice for any groups or activities. Of course we have made mistakes but we have studied those mistakes over more readily to avoid them in the future.

In our editorial columns we have also attempted to give our opinion on the events, although we have not guaranteed that all will be the opinions of the majority at the same time. It has been our aim not to step on toes and we have doubtless made a few enemies with some friends. However, ours is not the only college publication which has similar difficulties. We recently ran across the following editorial in a college newspaper put their foot in their mouth and said something that simplified the whole picture.

Once upon a time there was a college newspaper with a batting average of about .200, which is a great improvement over some batting averages, though worse than others. Now, though this paper failed to click every time, it managed to bungle into some of the things which have bothered young men for a long time, such as the Sun, or, What To Do In Case of Another War. And at other times the newspaper took up topics which were more marketable, but even broke tradition by suggesting changes in customs which have been held to be sacred by tradition. And of course no one could object to all this made a great deal of noise; by day and by night the air was filled with the sound of trumpets and drums. Shortly afterward, however, these young men who ran the college newspaper put their oars a little closer to the ground, and read a few things. Someone was saying, "I like you because you're not always safe and sane." But unfortunately it was too late, because this was always the same. "Radical?" they would shout. "What are you trying to do—make people think?"

If the newspaper had not made to people think, it at least had made some of them talk. It was, judged by the figures by the World, something of a failure. Because young men rarely stop to consider Changes if their presence in the least path of least resistance has previously uni-
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ACTION

FRESHMAN CLASS SPIRIT

The class of 1940 is the largest freshman class in any year. For some years the number and the attendance at freshman Camp has been this year the largest ever. It would seem likely that the interest of the freshman in his school should likewise be greater this year. However, many of the upperclassmen who have attended the freshman class this semester have reserved and reported to the contrary. This seems to indicate that the freshman class has not done much toward demonstrating a decided lack of class spirit.

Next month brings with it the annual Field Day. This is the day when the two lower classes vie for superiority in track, field, and rowing. The freshman may ask what is the need of the freshman Camp last week have their tickets for Field Day-which will be meetings which are to be held next month. It is expected that the freshmen to get going and show their class spirit and prepare them for Field Day. There will be plenty of time for the re-
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